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SALTO PRO ACCESS SPACE 

 
  

Packages and Add-On Features 

 

SALTO ProAccess SPACE software takes you to the next level of access control management, 

improving flexibility and efficiency along with security. Features can be ‘switched on’ as your 

business needs change. 
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SALTO PRO ACCESS SPACE 

 

Packages and Add-On Features 

 

 

 

Lockers 
Locker lock can also be managed via SPACE.  
 
Included in: SPABASIC, SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS AND SPAPART 

Import/Export 

Automatic import/export tool enables you to import doors, user groups or access 
rights directly and automatically from other platforms. 
 
Included in: SPABASIC, SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS AND SPAPART 

Online Monitoring 

Enables real time monitoring of who accessed what door, when, open doors, 
intrusions and battery status. 
 
Included in: SPABASIC, SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS AND SPAPART 

Lockdown 

Enables users to make an emergency lock down of a property in the event of a 
security incident. 
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART 

Anti-pass back 

Establishes a specific sequence in which access cards must be used in order for the 
system to grant access. 
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART. 

Event stream 
Generates real-time notifications to third party systems.  
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART. 

Automatic Key Assignment 

A tool that enables you to encode key cards directly via a wall reader at a main 
access point 
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART. 

Roll Call 
Acts as a register so you can track where users are in different areas in real time. 
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART. 

Limited Occupancy 

Allows you to control the maximum number of authorised users and deny access once 
occupancy levels have been reached. 
 
Included in: SPAONLINE, SPAIDSYS and SPAPART 

Visitor Management 
Issue visitor cards for a few hours/days/weeks with a built-in cancellation date 
 

Included in: SPAIDSYS and SPAPART 

Badging 

Enables users to create templates for card credentials via information from the users’ 
access plan.  
 
Included in: SPAIDSYS and SPAPART 

Partitions 

Enables properties to be managed independently whilst retaining shared access 
privileges. Individual buildings can be run by their own managers who also manage 
their own users. 
 
Included in: SPAPART  

Matrix Functions and 
Locations 

The matrix access function simplifies and streamlines the link between users and 
doors making access planning more straightforward 
 
Only available by request not included in any of the standard packages 

mSVN 

Permits the use of a NFC smartphone to act as the updating point from which you can 
update users access rights instantly. Works perfectly when coupled with JustIN mobile 
key 
 
Only available by request not included in any of the standard packages 
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SHIP Integration 

The SALTO Host Interface Protocol (SHIP) allows users to integrate their access 
control solution to other systems i.e CCTV, fire alarm, traditional access control etc all 
via the same software. 
 
Only available by request not included in any of the standard packages 

Graphical Mapping 

A visual interface that allow the monitoring of users access to online wired and 
wireless doors in real-time via a building layout. 
 
Only available by request not included in any of the standard packages 

 


